


Logline:  
Two grieving parents face an unimaginable day after losing their child in an all too common tragedy. 

Synopsis: 

Jen and Erik struggle to get through the worst day of  their lives - their daughter’s funeral. The grief  

becomes too much to bear sending Jen over the edge and on the road by herself  where she 

unexpectedly faces what took her daughters life.  
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Director’s Statements:  
One of  the worst school shootings in U.S. History had just occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School; mass 
shootings becoming commonplace. I remembered Las Vegas, Orlando, Virginia Tech, Sandy Hook. I sat in my living room 
watching Emma Gonzalez speak on the news, and saw the grief  in her young face as she stood bravely for countless other grief  
stricken youth. She called for action.  
When Emma finished her speech I was left dumbfounded. The strength and conviction she showed in the aftermath of  such 
unimaginable horror was astounding. These young lives forever altered by something that should never have happened. As I 
looked at the faces of  these students, and parents of  the victims who might never recover from that day, I heard their call: 
Do something. Make a change. Be a voice.  
I knew that the news coverage would eventually move on, and along with it, the important discussion of  gun reform. As I sat 
on the couch, I grabbed my computer and started to write “There's No Word for Us'. My contribution to the fight, however 
small - with hopes that this short film could reach many, and continue to enact change. We hope this film moves others to learn 
more about gun laws in the United States, and to join the fight for gun reform.  

- JANE ROWEN 
DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER

- NORA HAWARI  
DIRECTOR, PRODUCER

I was so moved when Jane first told me she was developing a short about gun violence. It was a subject so sensitive and 
overwhelming - no one better could bring this project to life than her. After reading early drafts, I felt so motivated to help 
and be apart of  this film in any way I could. When we agreed to co-direct, it was like a rush of  adrenaline soothing the pain 
of  these tragedies; at least now we can funnel our heart ache and frustration into art and hopefully help change the way 
people view this subject.  
    I am extremely honored to be apart of   'There's No Word For Us'. Our incredibly talented cast and crew made it a 
beautiful experience I will never forget. I hope you all enjoy this film, not just as a movement for change but as a movement 
for humanity.





 



 

CAST

Jane Rowen began acting in theatre in local Summer Stock productions as a child in Bucks County, 
PA. In addition to performing in musicals like 'Into the Woods', and 'Once Upon a Mattress', she 
also studied improv and performed in an all female improv troupe in Philadelphia called 'Women 
With Class'. Jane then studied Acting at the Conservatory of  Performing Arts at Point 
Park University in Pittsburgh. With a passion for both film and stage acting, she moved to Los 
Angeles soon after graduating. She's continued to study acting in CA, focusing on the Meisner 
technique. Some stage credits include 'Proof', 'Down The Road', and 'Savage Love'. She could most 
recently be seen in the indie feature film 'Something' for which we won the award "Best Leading 
Actress in a Feature Film" at the Something Wicked Film Fest. She can also recently be seen in 
the short film 'The Pursuit' and pilot "Yallah Habibi”.  

JANE ROWEN 
AS JEN HAWTHORNE 

EVAN CARVER 
AS ERIK HAWTHORNE 

Evan Carver began his acting career in Arkansas where he starred in the pilot 'The Recruit'. 
After doing local theatre shows for several years, he moved to Los Angeles where he began 
studying commercial technique, improv and a Meisner technique program, until he eventually 
joined a Master Class. Most recently, Evan's film credits include the short film 'Into The Night' 
based on a Stephen King short story. He can also be seen in the award winning web-series 'Miss 
Beverly Hills Ghost', the web-series 'Pre-Production' and the feature film 'Something'.  
His theatre credits include the world premier of  'Aftermath', and several found theatre shows with 
the theatre company Dirty Laundry Collective.  



 

CAST

ROBIN MIDDLETON 
AS GRACE HAWTHORNE 

Robin Middleton is an award-winning actress, producer and director.  Acting credits include roles 
in film, television, theatre, and commercials.  Representative film and television roles 
include Boston Legal, The Drew Carey Show, Advice, StigmatZa, All My Children, General 
Hospital, and three and half  years on Guiding Light. Robin traveled to the Wolong Nature 
Reserve in Sichuan Province, China, to work with the giant pandas and participated in the 
documentary series Pandemonium for Animal Planet.  Stage work includes lead roles in the world 
premiere productions of  the award-winning plays A Heart of  Flesh and Catch a Falling Star in 
Los Angeles, as well as productions in New York and regional theaters.  In addition to her 
dramatic work, Robin has also performed improv at the Comedy Store on the Sunset Strip and 
was a member of  the improv troupe Third Coast Comedy in Dallas.  A commercial highlight was 
performing with Jerry Seinfeld in a Super Bowl ad.  



BTS OF ACTOR PATRICK M.J. FINERTY



BTS OF DIRECTORS JANE ROWEN AND 
NORA HAWARI WITH SCRIPT  
SUPERVISOR SHADIA SEPEHRNIA 



BTS OF CINEMATOGRAPHER  
BRIAN TANG 



FILMMAKERS 

NORA HAWARI 
Nora Hawari is an actor, writer and director. She's preformed in 
plays and musicals for about 10 years including leading roles in 
Macbeth, Once Upon a Mattress, Bye Bye Birdie, and Thoroughly 
Modern Millie. She’s completed a 2 year Meisner program with 
Don Bloomfield and later joined his master class. In addition to 
Meisner, she's studied over 6 levels of  improv at IO West and with 
the great Donavan Scott. At 19, she created a production company 
called "The Dirty Laundry Co." and produced and starred in found 
theater and sketch comedy shows, along with a 10-episode web 
series called “Pre-Production”. Last year she created, wrote, 
directed, and starred in her own web-pilot, "Yallah Habibi",  which 
has just kicked off  its festival run. Most recently, it was part of  
HBO's Creators Market at Tribeca Film Festival 
2019. It's currently being pitched to different studios. Nora hopes to 
continue to produce her own original work and expand 
the representation of  Arab American filmmakers. 

Jane is making her film directorial debut with 'There's No Word 
for Us'. In addition to acting, she has written many plays, award 
winning poems and a feature length screen play. This is the first 
short film she's written. After directing the one act play 'The 
Jewish Wife' by Bertolt Brecht, she found a new joy in directing, 
and knew she'd one day love to be at the helm of  another 
important project. Taking everything she's learned through 
acting, writing, and directing, she is proud to be able to have put 
that experience into 'There's No Word for Us'. Jane 
is completely humbled and grateful that her talented and 
passionate Co-Director Nora Hawari joined her to pioneer this 
project.  

DIRECTOR, PRODUCERDIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCERJANE ROWEN 



EVAN CARVER JOANNA DELANE CO-CREATOR, EXEC. PRODUCER PRODUCER

Evan Carver is an Actor and the Co-Creator of  'There's No 
Word For Us'. With most of  his experience studying acting, he 
worked closely with Jane Rowen to develop the 
emotional narrative of  the film and its characters.   
Evan also has a keen eye for strategy and finance as a 
professional poker player, which lends a great deal of  knowledge 
to his first foray into Executive Producing. 

Joanna DeLane is an actress and filmmaker of  Native American 
and Spanish descent. She can be seen in various TV Shows 
including “Future Man” and “Saint George”, indie films like 
“Rich for a Day” and “The Fifth of  November”and many 
commercials. A recent one for Mayo Clinic is currently airing 
nationally. As a producer, she has several projects currently in 
development as well as in festivals. These include “Yallah 
Habibi”, “Bedtime Story” and “Village of  the Gramned”.  She 
and other actress friends, have created a platform and 
community for women filmmakers called “Ladies Above the 
Line". With plans to develop content driven by women and 
people of  color, Joanna hopes to be the change we all want to 
see, in front of, and behind the camera. 



 



WHY WAS THIS CO-DIRECTED?  
When I wrote this film, I knew I wanted to be heavily involved in all aspects of  its creation. It would be too difficult to 
pass off  the creative aspects of  directing to someone who could potentially shift the feeling of  it. That being said, I was 
also starring in it. I played a character who was in most of  the scenes while dealing with very heavy subject matter. I 
didn’t know if  I could wholeheartedly fulfill my vision by directing, while also fulfilling my job as the actor.  
I was lamenting to my close friend Nora Hawari about this problem, who suggested we do it together. That was such an 
“a-hah” moment. I couldn’t believe I didn’t think of  a co-director sooner - but if  I had, it would have been Nora! I had just 
finished working with her on her Pilot “Yallah Habibi” which she directed and starred in flawlessly. Having trained 
together for years, we know each other’s taste very well and have such a similar artistic vision. Not only did she help 
preserve my vision for the film, but she added a thoughtful and artistic point of  view of  her own. A week before filming, 
Nora was in the hospital with Mono and it looked like I’d be directing on my own after all. It wasn’t until late, the night 
before filming started, that she showed up to our location prep having raised herself  from the nearly-dead. What a 
warrior! We’re all immensely grateful that she did!  

WHAT WAS IT LIKE DIRECTING WHILE ALSO ACTING IN THE FILM? 
Because I had Nora there, it wasn’t nearly as chaotic as it could have been. I would direct the scenes I wasn’t in and could 
be fully behind the monitor with Nora. Working with Evan and Robin was such a joy. They each gave so much in every 
single take. In the other scenes that I was in, I had to have a portion of  my mind on directing, what was going on with the 
production design, lighting etc. while also giving myself  space to get into the moment of  the scene. Once in it, I focused 
on the character, knowing that Nora had the rest under control. 

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE TITLE? 
A child with no parents is called an orphan, a wife or husband who’ve lost their spouse, a widow and widower. I think a lot 
can be said for the fact that there’s no word to describe a parent who’s lost their child. Perhaps we haven’t given that a 
word in our language because it’s so unimaginable. Just recognizing that gives some sort of  insight into what a parent 
must be going through after the loss of  their child…something so sorrowful and horrifying that we can’t even describe it. 

FAQ 



WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGES? 
I’d definitely say that our tiny budget provided many challenges for us. Trying to keep the integrity of  the film with so 
little resources, and so many different moving parts was difficult. We filmed with weapons, a minor, and many driving 
scenes which adds many different obstacles and costs. As a first time filmmaker there was definitely a learning curve. Also, 
two of  our locations were city parks which surprisingly come with a laundry list of  added hurdles and stipulations. What 
a great learning experience for a first film! 

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED ABOUT FILM MAKING? 
What didn’t I learn!? Aside from the tons of  technical aspects of  producing and directing, I think the biggest takeaway I 
learned was the importance of  communication. It’s so easy to work on a project for so long and know it’s ins and outs and 
forget that not everyone you're working with has lived in it for so long. When you work on something and live in it from 
so many different angles (as a writer, actor, director, producer) it becomes like a second language to you, but no matter 
how obvious your specific visions and ideas seem to you, others won’t intrinsically know them unless they’re carefully 
voiced. Communication is key! 

WHAT DO YOU HOPE THIS FILM ACCOMPLISHES? 
I think most Americans know that we need gun-reform. The statistics show that. But I think most Americans aren’t 
actually moved to action in the fight to end gun-violence because of  two things: they feel desensitized or far from the issue 
(the: I don’t think it could happen to me), and they don’t fully know the complicated and backwards gun laws in America. I 
sure didn’t until I started researching. I really hope that people are intrigued by what they see in the film and inspired to 
do some research of  their own. When people become fully aware of  what our gun laws actually are, I think the natural 
next step for most will be to learn how to get involved to enact their reform.  
We hope this film helps to make real change, individual by individual. 



 



 







BTS OF DIRECTOR NORA HAWARI,  
PROD. DESIGNER MARC DE BERTIER AND 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR SHADIA SEPEHRNIA 



BTS OF SOME OF THE CAST AND CREW OF 
‘THERE’S NO WORD FOR US’ 
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